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To: COAS Presiding Officer Abe Schwab and the members of the COAS Executive Committee  

From: COAS Curriculum Committee 

Re: COAS Requirements Working Group report response 

 

Date: 28 April 2016 

 

Dear Professor Schwab: 

 

On January 7, 2016, the COAS Executive Committee charged the COAS Curriculum Committee with the 

task of providing input concerning the recent report by an ad-hoc working group about the possibility of 

altering the COAS-level requirements for both Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science degrees. Our 

responsibility was to “review, evaluate and make recommendations regarding the next steps” with respect 

to the working group’s final report. The Curriculum Committee was given considerable leeway in terms 

of how to structure this input, with the only recommendation being that some sort of report be provided to 

the Executive Committee by the end of the Spring 2016 semester. After considerable reflection and 

deliberation among all of the members of the Curriculum Committee, we would like to present the 

following three-phase process for follow-up action. 

 

1) It seems to us, and apparently to the COAS Requirements Working Group (see page six of their final 

report) as well, that the starting point for further discussion of changes to the Bachelor of Arts and 

Bachelor of Science COAS requirements ought to be the negotiation of a shared understanding of what 

these degrees mean. In other words, why are the requirements of BA and BS degrees different and how 

are these degrees as awarded by COAS distinctive from similar degrees issued by other schools at IPFW? 

To answer these philosophical questions, either a new working group or a reconstituted version of the one 

that produced the report that we reviewed should be tasked with producing a statement of purpose for 

each type of degree as quickly as possible. Our understanding is that the COAS requirements were 

initially created to supplement the university-level graduation requirements, especially the general 

education ones, because there was a sentiment that these standards were incomplete. In order to move 

forward with debating changes to the COAS requirements, we believe that it is vital to put down in 

writing why COAS offers two separate degrees and what separates COAS degrees from others offered at 

this university. 

 

2) Once these statements of purpose have been assembled and then vetted by all interested parties, 

another working group (ideally, the one that created the BA and BS statements) should produce a 

“statement of guiding principles” for the COAS requirements and a set of assessable learning outcomes 

applicable to any such requirements that students must satisfy in order to graduate with either a COAS 

BA or a BS degree. These two matters should be handled simultaneously because it is likely that the 

contents of the statement of guiding principles ought to be informed by whatever learning objectives the 

group creates and vice-versa. The Working Group has gone a great distance in constructing what such a 

statement might look like in their report, but a new statement of guiding principles should be composed in 

light of the results of the first phase of this process. (Inspired by the Working Group’s example and their 

comment on page 7 of their final report that it should be relatively easy to compile assessable learning 

objectives based on their draft statement of guiding principles, we have appended a set of such potential 

learning objectives to this memo.) We would also like to suggest that whatever ad-hoc committee is 

empaneled to address these matters should work closely with the COAS Assessment Committee in 

preparing these learning objectives since the latter group would probably eventually be responsible for 

assessing them. In order to expedite the process of considering changes to the COAS requirements, if 

such alterations are deemed to be necessary, the first two phases of our proposed process should be 

completed by the end of the 2016-2017 academic year. In fact, regardless of whether there are any 

changes to the status quo COAS requirements eventually, the Curriculum Committee feels that it is 
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imperative that the work outlined in the first two phases be completed in order for there to be a solid 

philosophical foundation for the existence of the additional COAS requirements.  

 

3) At the end of the first two phases of this process, there should be some standards by which one could 

measure the relative worth of proposals to change the COAS requirements. In the next phase of this 

process, the statements created in phases one and two could then be employed as guidelines in a sort of 

open “competition” among plans for altering these requirements. This contest would proceed in three 

stages. In the first, the Executive Committee would solicit alternative plans from interested faculty 

members and departments on what specific changes they would like to see in the COAS requirements. 

Such proposals might include the addition of an experiential or service-learning plank to the COAS 

requirements, the implementation of an internship requirement, or the abandonment of school-level 

requirements in favor of additional department-level requirements. In stage two, all of the plans for 

changes (including the 2014 Curriculum Committee proposal, 2015 Working Group proposal*, and the 

status quo) would be put up for a discussion and vote by COAS faculty members to determine which 

general approach to follow. Then, in the final stage (assuming that the status quo does not win in stage 

two), specific line-by-line alterations to the requirements outlined in the winning general approach can be 

considered, debated and voted upon by all relevant COAS faculty. Again, we hope that the statements of 

purpose and guiding principles that resulted from phases one and two would be used to orient all of the 

discussion in this part of the process. Given the lengthy nature of this proposed competition, it is unlikely 

that any changes to the COAS requirements would be in place until some time after the 2017-2018 

academic year. However, it is probably best to spend a considerable amount of time to get these 

alterations right given their impact on COAS students. 

 

In conclusion, the Curriculum Committee would like to salute the immense amount of hard work  and 

strenuous effort that the Working Group put into its lengthy and comprehensive report. We were 

extremely impressed by their dedication and would like to give them all the praise and credit that is due to 

them for their exertions. 

 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

Members of the 2015-2016 COAS Curriculum Committee

                                                 
* In parallel with the first two phases of this process, we would like to suggest that the Executive Committee create 

another special ad-hoc committee to investigate the challenges posed by implementing the Introduction to Liberal 

Education (Area A of the Working Group final report’s proposed BA and BS requirements) and revised distribution 

requirements (Area E of its BA requirements). This study was proposed on page six of the Working Group’s report, 

and we feel that this review is worthwhile even if the other Working Group report’s suggestions are never 

implemented as there is considerable merit in a team-taught course that introduces the liberal arts to undergraduate 

students. (We also feel that such an inquiry does not necessarily privilege the COAS Working Group’s proposal in 

this competition, although it would answer many of the questions that are hampering its acceptance and likely 

accelerate the implementation of this proposal should it win.) 
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Appendix: Hypothetical COAS Requirements Learning Objectives Given Working Group Report’s 

Proposed Statement of Guiding Principles 

 

Statement of Guiding Principles for Additional COAS Requirements 
 

The largest college within the university, the College of Arts and Sciences at IPFW offers 42 

different majors through which students develop a specialized set of skills and knowledge. The College of 

Arts and Sciences also provides students a broad liberal education that is both rich in tradition and 

responsive to an ever-changing world. Reflecting a core principle of liberal education, students within the 

college participate in the acquisition, development, and synthesis of knowledge within and across 

diverse academic disciplines. Through these processes, students develop habits of inquiry and 

reflection beneficial to all stages of life and career. These characteristics form the foundation of 

productive and responsible citizenship in a diverse and increasingly complex and globalized world. 

 

The liberal education begins with students’ fulfillment of the IPFW general education curriculum. 

Through additional coursework within the College of Arts and Sciences, students deepen this 

foundation, honing their abilities to think critically, communicate effectively, apply quantitative and 

qualitative reasoning, appreciate diversity, understand the natural and human world, and develop 

creative and informed solutions to current and future challenges. More than simply an additional set 

of requirements, however, the COAS curricular requirements provide students the opportunity within and 

outside the classroom to enrich and expand their liberal educations through unique curricular experiences 

that advance intellectual growth. Here, students are challenged to integrate knowledge across disciplines, 

expand their experiences as local and global citizens, and engage in the production of scholarship and 

creative activity <emphasis added for sources of learning objectives>. 

 

Potential Learning Objectives Based on Statement of Guiding Principles (BA/BS) 

 

Once students have completed the College of Arts and Sciences requirements for a Bachelor of Arts or 

Bachelor of Science degree, they should be able to: 

 

1. elucidate, clearly and in their own words, the value of a liberal arts education; 

2. describe disciplinary approaches outside their major; 

3. apply the appropriate disciplinary approaches of their field of study; 

4. express themselves clearly in both written and oral communication; 

5. employ proper qualitative and quantitative reasoning in written and oral argumentation; 

6. demonstrate critical thinking about issues within and outside their field of study; 

7. evaluate the importance of diversity in their area of specialization. 


